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NEWS | Title IX Changes
U.S. Secretary of Education rolls back
Obama-era Title IX guidelines.
see PAGE 2

STUDENT LIFE | Extremists

STUDENT LIFE | Marching On

Some Aggies prefer sports, others prefer
intense card games to relieve stress.

A look at Aggie football from the eyes of the
USU Marching Band.

see PAGE 4
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AGGIE BLUE AND
FIGHTING WHITE

PHOTO BY Kyle Todecheene
Jalen Davis getting hand shakes from his teammates after his first interception on the BYU game. A recap and more photos from the win can be found on page 5.

‘I’m going to die’: fear grips Vegas strip; gunman kills 59
By Associated Press

LAS VEGAS (AP) — The rapid-fire popping sounded like firecrackers at first, and
many in the crowd of 22,000 country music fans didn’t understand what was happening when the band stopped playing
and singer Jason Aldean hustled off stage.
“That’s gunshots,” a man could be heard
saying emphatically on a cellphone video
in the nearly half-minute of silence and
confusion that followed. A woman pleaded with others: “Get down! Get down!
Stay down!”
Then the pop-pop-pop noise resumed.
And pure terror set in.
“People start screaming and yelling and
we start running,” said Andrew Akiyoshi,
who provided the cellphone video to The
Associated Press. “You could feel the panic. You could feel like the bullets were flying above us. Everybody’s ducking down,

running low to the ground.”
While some concertgoers hit the ground
Sunday night, others pushed for the
crowded exits, shoving through narrow
gates and climbing over fences as 40- to
50-round bursts of fire rained down on
them from the 32nd floor of the Mandalay
Bay casino hotel.
By Monday afternoon, 59 victims were
dead and 527 injured in the deadliest mass
shooting in modern U.S. history.
“You just didn’t know what to do,” Akiyoshi said. “Your heart is racing and you’re
thinking, ‘I’m going to die.’”
The gunman, identified as Stephen Craig
Paddock, a 64-year-old retired accountant
from Mesquite, Nevada, killed himself before officers stormed Room 135 in the
gold-colored glass skyscraper.
The avid gambler who according to his
brother made a small fortune investing in
real estate had been staying there since
see “Shooting” PAGE 7

PHOTO BY Associated Press
A woman hides inside the Sands Corporation plane hangar after a mass shooting in which dozens were killed at the Route 91
Harvest Festival on Sunday, Oct. 1, 2017, in Las Vegas. (Al Powers/Invision/AP)
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USU Gets Artsy Cookie Collision
By Jackson Murphy
NEWS STAFF WRITER

PHOTOS BY Tim Carpenter
USU staff members from the NEHMA Art Truck (above) and the Center for Women and Gender (below) talk with students during the Year of
the Arts kickoff event.
By Alison Berg & Carter Moore
NEWS STAFF WRITERS

For students in the Caine College of the
Arts, the sounds and pictures they create
have much more of an impact than just
covering up a blank wall, or filling a silent
room. Through Utah State University’s
Year of the Arts, students and their professors celebrate social justice issues as well
as elevate arts’ status throughout the rest
of campus.
“Having a Year of the Arts on campus is a
way to bridge what we do outside of our
college and bring it to other departments,”
said Marissa Vigneault, pan assistant professor of art history. “To show the way that
art is always interconnected with all of
these other disciplines”
Each year, the university spotlights something, and chose the arts for the 2017 to
2018 school year, which Utah State University Student Association Caine College
of the Arts Senator Sierra Wise said is a
“really great opportunity for both students
and faculty to come together and showcase the community with the arts and all
the stellar arts we have in Logan.”
The university kicked off its Year of the
Arts Wednesday on the Taggart Student
Center patio by combining the Nora Eccles
Museum mobile truck with the Center for
Women and Gender, to promote the connection between art and social justice.
Mikey Kettinger, supervisor of the museum’s mobile art truck, hung paintings of
Angela Davis, a prominent civil rights activist, on the truck’s wall.
“When we can show art works that are
along those lines of social justice...I think a
lot of good things come from that,” he
said.
Kettinger also had a button maker station
set up outside the truck, and encouraged
those passing by the exhibit to make buttons for “whatever cause is important to
them.”
Several people made buttons with politically charged phrases, however many also
wrote simple phrases such as “I love you”
and “happy birthday.”
“We have quite a diverse set of ideas being represented in our button making ac-

tivity today,” Kettinger said. “I always
think it’s important for people to engage
and discuss.”
Vigneault smiled as she pinned a button
which read “there will be art” to her dress.
“It just implies that there always is art, it’s
always there,” she said. “That we don’t
have to look in a frame or museum to find
it, that we can find it all around us at all
times, and that we’re all capable of making
art as well.”
Wise agreed, adding she believes the arts
are more important now than ever.
“Especially in this political climate with
everything that’s going on; there’s been a
lot of talk about cutting arts programs,”
she said.
Vigneault also said the combination of
arts and social justice is important because
of art’s ability to bridge gaps between people who disagree.
“It’s also a way for us to continue conversations,” she said. “If we can find a common ground, and often times that’s coming together to make art or to look at art
together or to talk about art and art making, then we can insert a kind of dialogue
about social justice.”
Year of The Arts festivities will be held
throughout the academic year, and will include various art and social justice speakers visiting campus, as well as interactive
art projects and festivals aimed to involve
the entire student body.
“I think our goal is not only to highlight
the programs we have in the Caine College
of the Arts, but also to show the way art
can enrich our life no matter what we are
studying,” Wise said. “It gives an opportunity for non-art majors to get that outlet.”
And although this year is specifically dedicated to the arts, Vigneault said she hopes
the lessons it aims to teach continue forward.
“Art should allow us to see the world differently,” she said. “Art should give us an
opportunity to see our environment
through another person’s eyes.”

Baked found out first. And then Crumbl
found out.
Two bakeries with the confectionary
dream of selling Logan’s very best cookie
looked at each other, saw a mirror-like reflection, and opened for business the same
week.
The last week in September, cookies
flooded Utah State University’s campus.
The four chocolate chip cookies came
warm to dorm rooms and campus events
– some in white boxes from Baked and
some in pink boxes from Crumbl. The two
companies, both started in part by USU
students, were proselytizing based on similar beliefs – people want cookies delivered
to their door – but a customer conversion,
both companies said, just became more interesting.
“If there was just one company, that
would be boring,” Baked co-owner Danny
Noall said. “People are trying both and
there is greater value in competition.”
Both companies have the same basic business model: They bake cookies, deliver
them to a customer’s door and hope the
simplicity of it all starts the cycle again.
Both companies credit East Coast business
influences. And both companies saw from
Provo-based Chip Cookies, another chocolate chip cookie delivery service, that the
business model worked in Utah, too.
It’s not the roots, but the timing and execution that make Baked and Crumbl so different.
Six months ago, Crumbl co-owner Jason
McGowan got a bug. He wanted to start a
cookie company. It tugged at him for
months until one day he said to his Crumbl
business partner Sawyer Hemsley, “We’ve
got to do it.”
This sent them into a baking frenzy. They
went online, consulted neighbors and old
family recipes. They brought in tenured
bakers and went through iteration after iteration trying to get a perfect cookie.
Thousands of dollars in dough and hundreds of hours were gone while McGowan
and Hemsley obsessed over getting it right.
They started buying ovens, fridges and
industrial mixers three months ago, still
before they landed on their final cookie.
It was August when Crumbl got its business license – and Noall decided with his
wife to start Baked.
Noall started to do market research. He
called Chip Cookies pretending to be a
customer and learned they didn’t have im-

mediate plans to come to Cache Valley. He
knew at least a few months before competition was in town.
He then made a logo and tentatively set
to open before USU’s largest student event,
the Howl. Until on Sept. 13, he heard word
there would be another cookie delivery
service opening in Logan. His investor
started to hesitate, so he shifted strategy.
“We decided if we were going to do it, we
were going to be first to the market,” Noall
said. “It has been the longest and most exciting three weeks of my professional life.”
In eight days, Noall built his company. He
drove frantically between Logan and Salt
Lake City getting licenses, permitting and
establishing an LLC. He made calls around
Cache Valley searching for a kitchen where
he could start to bake.
“I don’t remember the last night I went to
bed,” Noall said.
At that time, McGowan and Hemsley
were settling into their pink-walled location at the south end of Logan. They had
just secured an article in the local newspaper – and then social media for a company
called Baked showed up. They had just finished their cookie recipe.
“Did we get our cookie right?” McGowan
recalled saying when he learned of Baked.
“I’m glad we spent the time on the cookie.”
Baked finished its recipe the morning
they opened.
The two paths finally converged onto the
market – and both Baked and Crumbl are
celebrating a week full of unexpectedly
high sales. They have both been invited to
cater events, orchestrated cookie giveaways and placed their focus squarely on
their own service.
“We just ignore [Baked] and focus on the
customer,” McGowan said. “It’s been a perfect calm. It’s focus on the cookies, on the
building, on the delivery, focus on each
customer.”
Noall echoed the sentiment.
“We have a great cookie; if this company
is going to succeed it’s going to be with the
customer experience at the door,” Noall
said. “If you treat them good, they’re going
to love our company – if you don’t, that
will be our downfall.”
Cookies from Baked and Crumbl can be
ordered online, and in person at Crumbl’s
540 S. Main Logan location. Baked donates 10 percent of its sales to Racing for
Orphans with Down Syndrome.
— jacksonmurphy111@gmail.com
@jackson1murphy

— carter.moore@aggiemail.usu.edu
— alisonberg28@gmail.com
@carterthegrreat
@aliso n__berg

PHOTOS BY Holly Stringham
Two cookie delivery buisness opened in Logan recenty providing large cookies delivered fresh to your door, or dorm.
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MARCHING TO THE BEAT

PHOTO BY Chantelle McCall
Aggie Marching Band leader conducts during the USU vs BYU game.

performances during halftime or in the stands.

movements. Some new members came with no

produced, and felt ready for our first show.

slowly but surely getting closer, louder, dancing

been nicknamed “Hell Week” by bands every-

Aggie Marching Band had some surprises up its

say it is an accurate description. It’s hot, it

the band turned around, put their instruments

The drumline can be heard in the distance,

By Kaleb Barclay
STUDENT LIFE GUEST WRITER

I was raised in the South and grew up looking

forward to gameday: the sights and sounds of

tailgaters outside the stadium days before

kickoff, watching other games, reading or

listening to any sports channel I could to hear

what others had to say about the odds. The

anticipation would build to a point where it

was almost like electricity flowing through the

crowds.

While it’s not the holiday it is back home,

there is one thing that can always be counted

on to help bring gameday to its climax: the

Aggie Marching Band. No matter what happens

on the field, nothing can take away from their

and leading the crowd in chants. There’s no

gameday without the band, yet nobody really

seems to know what goes into the performances as the 142-person group storms the field for
a different show at each game.

music experience at all. Band camp week has
where. As a three-year tuba veteran, I would
hurts, and there’s a lot of whining from the

woodwinds, but it means marching season is

On September 7, the Hurd found out the

sleeve. In the middle of playing “Shake It Off”,
down and started to cut the rug.

“It was fun to mix things up a little,” said

here and I wouldn’t have it any other way.

Blake Dixon, a third-year veteran and tuba

getting accustomed to campus, drums, brass,

Burnett, a freshman clarinetist. “Granted, I

maybe we’ll do more stuff like that.”

Daryl Chase Fine Arts Center or by the Maverik

memorized on day one.”

halftime is a different beast compared to

of practice during band camp this year in the

the rest of the year combined. At the end of

five-year marching band veteran and drum

members spent about 12 hours each day

one of our first performances of the year, the

As students walk around Utah State University,

and maybe a piccolo can be heard from the

Stadium. The band put in about sixty-six hours
week before school started. At camp, band

learning how to march like an Aggie, learning
new instruments, memorizing music and field

NETFLIX ADDICTS

“It was easier than I thought,” said Taryn

went in thinking we had to have everything
We rehearse more in this week than we do for

“Hell Week”, we entered Maverik Stadium for
Connections pep rally. We left feeling good

section leader. “The student section liked it so
Playing and dancing on the field during

playing in the stands. Stephanie England, a
major at USU, believes conducting in the stands
is more stressful.

about the impact we made and the sound we

S
E
I
Redefining Engaged
AGG

see “Band” PAGE 4

®

PHOTO BY Kyle Todecheene
Many USU students enjoy spending their free time watching a variety of different shows on Netflix.
By Shelby Stoor
STUDENT LIFE SENIOR WRITER

Utah State University students have many

different ways they choose to relax while sifting
through the stresses of work and school. For
some, this means working out, jamming to

some of their favorite tunes or settling in with a
good book. Others choose to spend their free

time in the comfort of their own bed with some
popcorn, watching countless episodes of their
favorite show on Netflix.

Christyna Gardener is one USU student who

uses Netflix as a way to relax after long weeks
of school.

“Netflix is great because there are so many

good shows to choose from, and you can just

pick whatever you want and watch it nonstop,
no commercials or anything,” Gardener said.

Gardener’s favorite show on Netflix is “Sher-

lock.” She has watched the entire series

multiple times and often suggests it to her
friends.

“Since it’s my favorite show, I try to convince

people to watch it with me so they’ll fall in love
with it too,” she said. “There are a lot of

reasons I love it so much, but I think my

favorite thing about it is the character development.”

Students enjoy Netflix because it has so many

different options. Whether students want to
watch drama and romance or action and

anime, Netflix has that and more. Another
see “Netflix” PAGE 4

Utah’s Oldest Jewelry StoreHelping Aggies Since 1896
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KILLER CARD GAMES

competitive, so sometimes we would make her
sit on her hands to give us a chance to react
because she’s just too dang fast for us,” said

Makenna Osborne, an old rommate of Lund’s.
While Lund’s friends haven’t been able to

match her competitive spirit, she is matched by
her family.

“My family is even more competitive than I

am,” she said. “They always beat me. I’m
actually pretty mellow in comparison.”

Osborne said her family isn’t all that competi-

tive, but playing with her friends is really
intense and “humorously competitive.”

“I was playing Trouble with one of my

roommates and a roommate’s little sister last
year, and it got crazy,” Osborne said. “We

shouted at each other, throwing insults and
bargaining or forming alliances to take out

other players. The whole game lasted a whole

hour and a half. We swore we would never play
Trouble again.”

Niall Thorley, an undeclared freshman, plays

what he calls “a really good card game” known
as Killer Bunnies. Thorley explained that Killer
Bunnies is an all-out vicious fight between

players as they try to kill each other’s bunnies

while attempting to obtain “the magic carrot”.
“One time, I was playing with my one of my

PHOTO BY Kyle Todecheene
Niall Thorley (right) plays his roommates Connor Jeppson (right) and Dylon Farnsworth (left) in a game of Killer Bunnies.

lying and try to defend their innocence.”

Denison loves the moments when his fellow

By Kortni Wells
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

players discuss the reasoning behind why

certain people would kill off another person in

From yoga to Zumba to sports to puppies,

Utah State University seems to know exactly
Students have found that playing card games

and board games are one way to have a good

The card game of choice for USU student Dane

Denison is Werewolf, otherwise known as

Mafia. Werewolf is his go-to game because he

loves getting people together in a social setting
and it’s a fun game to play at night.

him. My foot got twisted in the net while his

roommates, who now play almost every night.

with close friends helps you better predict what

Savannah Lund, an English major, took

group of people, the more intense the game has
become. You figure out how people react when

top, but one of the spoons had fallen through
could, but my cousin slipped and took me with
head smacked me in the face, and left me with

and it’s really exciting when I show them to

at a family reunion when things got pretty

tage of her opportunities.

“I was playing Extreme Spoons with my cousin

person starts running, you all follow and

whoever ends up without a spoon is out, much
like musical chairs.”

Lund’s cousin was completely uninjured and

moment of distraction, Lund took full advan“I crawled to the spoon to claim my victory

and then went inside for an ice pack,” Lund
said.

Lund’s intensity and love of games is some-

In the stands, we become an extension of the

Hurd, working together to amplify the energy
that only a united front can deliver. However,
there can be moments of discord.

“I just wish we got a little more cooperation

from the Hurd for our shows and stand tunes,”
said Alex Trani, one of the piccolo section
leaders.

For example, we would love for the Hurd to

Netflix addict and usually spends three to six
hours a week on the streaming service.

“I’ll usually use it for background noise when

Netflix show would have to be ‘Stranger

Things,” Peterson said. “I love the story behind
it. It’s so interesting and I would definitely

recommend watching it if you haven’t already.”
Some Netflix bingers prefer to watch alone,

while others like to have a friend or family
member to enjoy shows with them.

“I usually watch alone on my iPad since

playing on my phone, but I’ll usually end up

neither mine or my roommate’s TVs can

my wife is home, it’s really easy to just turn on

parents I’ll watch Netflix my mom or sister,”

getting into the show,” Chapman said. “When
Netflix when we have nothing to do.”

Chapman enjoys “The Office,” “Parks and Rec”

and “Futurama”. He is also a fan of anime. He
wishes that Netflix would add more dubbed
anime so he could enjoy a wider variety of
shows.

Ashlyn Peterson wishes Netflix would add

connect to the internet, but when I’m at my
Allen said. “It gives me that ‘me time’ away
from people and gives me the chance to
re-energize.”

Unlike Allen, Camille Sorenson prefers to

watch shows on Netflix with friends because it
gives her the chance to talk with them.

“I love watching shows or movies with friends

some of the 90s kids Disney shows she grew up

because it’s way more fun that way to talk

McGuire.” Although Peterson watches Netflix

or the what we think is going to happen next,”

watching, like “That’s So Raven” or “Lizzie
about 10 hours a week, she said she could

definitely go without it. She enjoys watching a
variety of different shows.

“My three guilty pleasures are ‘Glee,’ ‘Grey’s

Anatomy,’ or ‘Parks and Rec,’ but my favorite

about how ridiculous the show is to each other,
she said.

— shelbstoor11@aggiemail.usu.edu
@shelbstoor11

other people. My roommates get intense.

Sometimes more intense than me. I love it so
much.”

— kortni.marie.wells@aggiemail.usu.edu
@kortniwells

“Savannah is really good at cards and is really

better direct (the band) to be successful”.

PHOTO BY Kyle Todecheene
Utah State University students playing the intense game of Killer Bunnies.

Thorley said. “I’ve always loved these games,

thing she brought with her to college.

need to stay on top of everything so we can

Kameron Chapman said he is an “average”

“As much as I love moving on in life, I’ve gotta

paused to make sure Lund was okay. In the

major) is important,” she said. “The two of us

movie is completely commercial-free.

play. Now in college, the freshman taught his

reunion.

Extreme Spoons to a true extreme at a family

“Trying to be consistent with (the other drum

feature that students enjoy is that each show or

Thorley fell in love with the game in high

bring pieces of my older self along with me,”

“Band” FROM PAGE 3

“Netflix” FROM PAGE 3

make him mad.”

a giant black eye for weeks.”

cards, you run to go get the spoons. Once one

Denison said. “The more I play with the same

completely. He still brings it up whenever I

school, playing with anyone who wanted to

in a different room and once you draw different

people to find out who the werewolves are,”

him in the back, wiping all of his bunnies out

the holes. We crawled down as quickly as we

intense,” Lund said. “Basically you hide spoons

“Like Murder in the Dark, this game requires

“We’re both super competitive, so we took off

game and in life, I turned around and stabbed

standing your opponents,” he said. “Playing

game.”

much needed break.

during the final grudge match.

Thorley said. “As alliances typically go in the

running like a shot,” she said. “We got to the

they will do or who they are in the werewolf

time and socialize while giving their brains a

put their spoons at the top of a climbing net

we would not be killing each other’s bunnies,”

the game.

“As with any card game, it’s all about under-

how to cater stress relief to their students.

For an added challenge, Lund and her cousin

roommates. I made an alliance with him that

join in on cadences. These happen when the

drums are groovin’ with vocals interspersed. We
have recorded and shared these cadences on

Facebook and YouTube from the USU Marching

Band’s accounts for people to learn for
gameday.

“I love when (the Hurd) sings along to the

songs, even when we stop playing,” said Kelsey
Gittins, a trumpet player.

Carrie Pike, a three-year trombone veteran,

wishes everyone in the student section stayed
on their feet during the game.

“We lose a lot of energy as people start to sit,”

she said.

When the Hurd gets loud and excited at a

game, we feed off each others’ energy. We feel
honored to be a part of the enthusiasm the

Hurd brings to every event. The Aggie Marching Band is happy to work hard to help make
the gameday experience one to remember.
— kaleb.barclay@aggiemail.usu.edu
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BULLS ON PARADE
By Logan Jones
OPINION EDITOR

Jalen Davis sauntered into the post-game

presser beaming above his shoulder pads,
game ball carefully tucked in the crook of his

arm. Senior quarterback Kent Myers sat near-

by, patiently waiting in an office wheelie chair.

Dallin Leavitt was undoubtedly somewhere in

the building, still just being intense. The whole
cast seemed relieved.

They’d actually done it.

Minutes earlier in the welcoming confines of

Maverik Stadium, backed by students in all

white and the Bear River Mountains’ or-

ange-red hue, Utah State football rewrote a

narrative that had plagued the team since the
end of 2016’s disappointing campaign. The
Aggies took the field against in-state rival

BYU, endured an early punch in the mouth,

and fought back from a two-touchdown deficit
to move above .500 for the first time all season.

Utah State won back the Old Wagon Wheel

by a final tally of 40-24. While none of it was

perfect — the Aggies generated just 288 total
yards of offense — the win improves USU’s re-

cord to 3-2, including back-to-back victories in
which the defense has amassed 12 total takeaways. Davis finished the game with three interceptions and a pair of defensive touch-

downs, leading a defense that has only allowed
two touchdowns in its past two games.

“I’m not from Utah, but I know nobody likes

BYU,” Myers said. “It was one of those things

that we wanted to do for our Utah guys. It’s
another game and another win that gets us
closer to being bowl eligible. It’s another win

giving us the momentum into our Mountain
West game against Colorado State.”

The Aggie offense took the stage first, march-

ing downfield quickly and confidently to open

the show with Myers rolling outside for chunks

of yardage and BYU’s front seven struggling

with USU’s pace. Less than four minutes into
the quarter, Myers found a wide open Dax
Raymond for a 32-yard touchdown grab — the
first of the redshirt sophomore’s career.

Just as quickly, that confidence evaporated

after Myers threw a nasty 46-yd pick-six to

BYU’s Micah Hanneman. With the game tied

7-7, the Cougars moved to crush the Aggies
early. The second quarter began with BYU
quarterback Baeu Hoge tossing a 26-yarder to

Brayden El-bakri, taking a 14-7 lead. Under

two minutes later, Hoge struck again — this
time with a deep 40-yd bomb to Beau Tanner,
who managed to sneak a foot inside the pylon
for another score. The Aggies’ 7-0 lead was

gone, replaced by a sinister 21-7 in a span of
17 minutes.

That’s when the stars came out. Jalen Davis,

a back-end terror well on his way to an AllMW bid this season, shined brilliantly. Davis

was the first to flip the momentum switch back

in Utah State’s favor, snatching an errant pass
that rebounded off of Chase Christiansen’s
shoulders and streaking to the end zone for a

PHOTO BY Chantelle McCall
Though the defense was the dominant force in the game, quarterback Kent Myers effectively managed the offense. The senior finished the game 16-27 for 176 yards and two touchdowns through the air and
added 33 rushing yards, including a critical 19-yard run early in the fourth quarter to give the Aggies a two touchdown lead.

30-yard pick-six.

see “Rivalry Win” PAGE 7

usu home events — 10.5-10.9

soccer

volleyball

10.6.17— colorado college

10.5.17—wyoming

10.8.17—air force

10.7.17—colorado st

friday | 3 PM

Sunday | 1 PM

football
10.7.17—colorado st
saturday | 2:30 PM

thursday | 7 PM

Saturday | 8 PM

cross country
10.6.17— steve t. reeder memorial
friday | 3 PM
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PHOTOS BY Chantelle McCall and Sydney Oliver
The 40-24 victory pushed the Aggies to 3-2 on the season. The team will play Mountain Division opponents Colorado State and Wyoming in Maverik Stadium the next two Saturdays. Picked to finish last in the division in the preseason coaches’ poll, the Aggies have already matched last
year’s win total and are in position to challenge for a spot in a bowl game. A full photo gallery, as well as more written analysis of the game, can be found on www.usustatesman.com.
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“There were a lot of great individual plays,”

said USU head coach Matt Wells. “It was a tre-

mendous job by our defense in getting the

hanging all over him — it didn’t matter. Tarver

fourth quarter begins with a home team on

keep the comeback dream alive — Jalen Davis

gave life to an Aggie offense determined to

takes the snap and runs every one of those fi-

into a risky pass, Detmer took the chance, and

secured the catch, scored the equalizer and
erase their early mistakes from memory.

BYU would’ve had 1:11 to take a lead before

turnovers, we talked about that all week. Four

halftime, but Detmer tested Senior safety Dal-

that has forced the most turnovers has won

Portland native came down with an intercep-

of the last five years in this rivalry, the team
the game.”

Ten minutes elapsed. Hoge limped through a

drive before being sidelined without the possi-

bility of returning. The Cougars employed
third-string signal-caller Koy Detmer and running back Ula Tolutau to maintain BYU’s pow-

er running presence, but ultimately punted on

lin Leavitt over the middle and paid for it. The
tion against his former team right on the 50,
returning it all the way to the Cougar 24. With

three seconds remaining in the half, sopho-

more kicker Dominik Eberle booted a 32-yard
go-ahead field goal, and a wild Act I came to a
close. The Aggies led 24-21.

The third quarter, so often Utah State’s weak-

third down and three on the BYU 19. Myers

nal 19 yards to reach paydirt, intensifying the
charge already circulating a packed Maverik

Stadium eager for a week’s worth of smack
talk to pay off. Myers’ final statline included

doorstep. Tolutau punched in a touchdown
from five yards out, but a costly holding penalty pulled the Cougars away from the goal line

“Shooting” FROM PAGE 1

Thursday and had busted out windows to
create his sniper’s perch roughly 500 yards
from the concert grounds.
The motive for the attack remained a
mystery, with Sheriff Joseph Lombardo
saying: “I can’t get into the mind of a psychopath at this point.”
Paddock had 23 guns — some with scopes
— in his hotel room, authorities said. They
found two gun stocks that allow the shooter to replicate fully automatic fire, and are
investigating whether weapons used in the
massacre had those modifications, according to a U.S. official briefed by law enforcement who spoke on condition of anonymity because the investigation is still
unfolding.
At Paddock’s home, authorities found 19
more guns, explosives and thousands of
rounds of ammunition. Also, several
pounds of ammonium nitrate, a fertilizer
that can be turned into explosives such as
those used in the 1995 Oklahoma bombing, were in his car, the sheriff said.
The FBI said it found nothing so far to
suggest the attack was connected to international terrorism, despite a claim of responsibility from the Islamic State group,
which said Paddock was a “soldier” who
had recently converted to Islam.
In an address to the country, President
Donald Trump called the bloodbath “an
act of pure evil” and added: “In moments
of tragedy and horror, America comes together as one. And it always has.” He ordered flags flown at half-staff.
With hospitals jammed with victims, authorities put out a call for blood donations
and set up a hotline to report missing people and speed the identification of the
dead and wounded. They also opened a
“family reunification center” for people to
find loved ones.
More than 12 hours after the massacre,
bodies covered in white sheets were still
being removed from the festival grounds.
The shooting began at 10:07 p.m., and
the gunman appeared to fire unhindered
for more than 10 minutes, according to radio traffic. Police frantically tried to locate
him and determine whether the gunfire
was coming from Mandalay Bay or the
neighboring Luxor hotel.
At 10:14 p.m., an officer said on his radio
that he was pinned down against a wall on
Las Vegas Boulevard with 40 to 50 people.
“We can’t worry about the victims,” an officer said at 10:15 p.m. “We need to stop
the shooter before we have more victims.
Anybody have eyes on him ... stop the
shooter.”
Near the stage, Dylan Schneider, a country singer who performed earlier in the
day, huddled with others under the VIP
bleachers, where he turned to his manager
and asked, “Dude, what do we do?” He
said he repeated the question again and
again over the next five minutes.
Bodies were lying on the artificial turf installed in front of the stage, and people
were screaming and crying. The sound of
people running on the bleachers added to
the confusion, and Schneider thought the
concert was being invaded with multiple
shooters.
r
“No one knew what to do,” Schneider
t
.said. “It’s literally running for your life and

you don’t know what decision is the right
one. But like I said, I knew we had to get
out of there.”
He eventually pushed his way out of the
crowd and found refuge in the nearby
Tropicana hotel-casino, where he kicked in
a door to an engineering room and spent
hours there with others who followed him.
The shooting started as Aldean closed out
the three-day Route 91 Harvest Festival.
He had just begun the song “When She
Says Baby,” and the first burst of nearly 50
shots crackled as he sang, “It’s tough just
getting up.”
Muzzle flashes could be seen in the dark
as the gunman fired away.
“It was the craziest stuff I’ve ever seen in
my entire life,” said Kodiak Yazzie, 36.
“You could hear that the noise was coming
from west of us, from Mandalay Bay. You
could see a flash, flash, flash, flash.”
The crowd, funneled tightly into a wideopen space, had little cover and no easy
way to escape. Victims fell to the ground,
while others fled in panic. Some hid behind concession stands or crawled under
parked cars.
Faces were etched with shock and confusion, and people wept and screamed.
Tales of heroism and compassion emerged
quickly: Couples held hands as they ran
through the dirt lot. Some of the bleeding
were carried out by fellow concertgoers.
While dozens of ambulances took away
the wounded, some people loaded victims
into their cars and drove them to the hospital. People fleeing the concert grounds
hitched rides with strangers, piling into
cars and trucks.
Some of the injured were hit by shrapnel.
Others were trampled or were injured
jumping fences.
The dead included at least three off-duty
police officers from various departments
who were attending the concert, authorities said. Two on-duty officers were
wounded, one critically, police said.
Las Vegas Mayor Carolyn Goodman said
the attack was the work of a “crazed lunatic full of hate.”
The sheriff said authorities believe Paddock acted alone. While Paddock appeared
to have no criminal history, his father was
a bank robber who was on the FBI’s
most-wanted list in the 1960s.
As for why Paddock went on the murderous rampage, his brother in Florida, Eric
Paddock, told reporters: “I can’t even make
something up. There’s just nothing.”
Hours after the shooting, Aldean posted
on Instagram that he and his crew were
safe and that the shooting was “beyond
horrific.”
“It hurts my heart that this would happen
to anyone who was just coming out to enjoy what should have been a fun night,”
the country star said.
Before Sunday, the deadliest mass shooting in modern U.S. history took place in
June 2016, when a gunman who professed
support for Muslim extremist groups
opened fire at a gay nightclub in Orlando,
Florida, killing 49 people.
A suicide bombing at an Ariana Grande
concert in Manchester, England, killed 22
people in May. Almost 90 people were
killed in 2015 at a concert in Paris by gunmen inspired by the Islamic State.

takeaways, including three forced fumbles —
the first three fumbles BYU lost all season.

“It just boosts our confidence even more,”

The teams mirrored each other over the next

to practice and keep working hard to get to

Cougars. Down 33-24 with 3:20 on the clock,

No fan feels safe with a 27-21 lead. The

Utah State completed the game with seven

Davis added. “Every win just boosts our confi-

score of the period.

zone found Tarver with a speedy defender

want to do, go out there and help my team

and into field goal territory. BYU knocked in a

ten minutes, rushing for short gains and punt-

loaded. His perfect 36-yard arc to the end

“It feels good, but then again, I just want to

win, so that’s what we did.”

pass to Jonah Trinnaman down to the Aggies

way to the BYU 36, leading to more Eberle —
and more points on the board. It was the only

It was also his second trip to the end zone.

BYU responded quickly, completing a 39-yard

Myers spotted Tarver hauling down the left

sideline with a single man to beat, and un-

third interception of the game.

help my team win,” Davis said. “That’s all I

failed 2-pt conversion kept the score 33-21.

est point, opened with a reprise. Davis stole

another one from the Cougar offense all the

the senior cornerback came down with his

16-27 passing for two touchdowns, but a

three consecutive drives. Myers took the field.
Ron’quavion Tarver did, too.

would have none of it. Davis baited Detmer

37-yarder.

ing until finally, a crunch-time drive for the
it became clear BYU would need a score to

dence even more. We’re just going to take that
that Mountain West championship.”
— logantjones@aggiemail.usu.edu
@Logantj

PHOTO BY Associated Press
Sean Bean, left, of Livermore, Calif., and his girlfriend Katie Kavetski, of San Leandro, Calif., who both attended a concert where a mass
shooting occurred, embrace on the Las Vegas Strip, Monday, Oct. 2, 2017, in Las Vegas. (AP Photo/Marcio Jose Sanchez)
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OPINION

Column: Social media’s response to
Sunday’s attack a tragedy itself
“Now is not the time to discuss that,” in tow.

even caught, mind you — the gun control

tacks will keep happening,” and then, and

cert-goers were still being rushed to hospi-

And then “If we don’t discuss it these at-

by Logan Jones
OPINION EDITOR

I can’t bring myself to look at Twitter on

days like today.

It’s not just the grisly images coming out of

Las Vegas that turn me off of social media
— too many shootings and other tragedies

in recent years have sadly reduced the rarity
of gruesome iPhone footage and death toll
updates from local news stations.

No, instead it’s the tradition of volatility

across all social media platforms that has
me plugging my ears and staring at cracks
on the sidewalk from class to class the day
after Sunday’s terror attack in Las Vegas.

I appreciate how passionately people want

things to change, and to once and for all re-

tire the headline “Worst mass shooting in
the history of the U.S.” But to be frank,
hurling Twitter insults across political di-

vides will not accomplish one damn thing
— it never has.

It’s the same thing every time. First come

the thoughts and prayers. Proud, angry
140-character messages follow, insisting
God is dead and what we really need is gun

control. Of course gun control never goes

anywhere on the internet without its echo,

then, and then. The argument does nothing
to aid broken hearts or provide future safe-

ty, it only further entrenches those who
ought to be unified into their separate corners.

Perhaps most painfully, all of these messag-

and anti-gun control factions dug in. Con-

tals, families were still frantically locating
loved ones, and we collectively skipped over

words. All letters may be shortened,

trying to legislate away human indecency.

taste, redundancy or volume of simi-

mourn, leaping into the disgusting work of
What’s more, we’re all getting really good

at it. The process speeds up with each at-

cal agendas aiming to capitalize on this hu-

sive messages rise to the top of timelines

man suffering, we know that. But maybe
let’s give the benefit of a doubt to friends

and family and coworkers coping with a
traumatic event the best they can. Maybe

let’s try to reach some level of understand-

ing that we’re all working for a common
goal of peace. Is searching for a solution to
future terror attacks via gun control or of-

fering strangers our sincerest thoughts and
prayers really so terrible? Terrible enough

that within 24 hours of an attack, we’re all
sitting stuffily across the aisle from each
other with our arms folded, steaming at the
“other side’s” alleged heartlessness?

As a culture we’ve forgotten how to let

something breathe. At the first news of Sunday’s tragedy — before the shooter was

Letters should be limited to 400

the part where we mourn with those who

es generally come from a well-meaning
place. Of course there are those with politi-

Letters to the editor

or rejected for reasons of good
lar letters.

tack, to the point where only the most divi-

and Twitter feeds. No political opinion is
going to change because of a childish inter-

net battle of wits. Things change when we
understand one another. I recognize how
cliche and ‘kumbaya’ that sounds, but per-

haps some cliches exist for a reason. Stop
responding to attacks on humanity by fur-

ther dehumanizing those you disagree with,
and start finding some common ground. Be-

Letters must be topic-oriented. They
may not be directed toward any
individuals. Any letter directed to a
specific individual may be edited or
not printed.

ing excellent to each other will change the

world far more than any political grudge
match ever could.

— Logan Jones is a senior majoring in En-

glish and Opinion Editor of The Utah States-

man. He’s due for a lighthearted column one
of these days.

No anonymous letters will be published. Writers must sign all letters
and include a phone number or
email address, as well as a student
identification number (none of which
is published).

Letter to the editor: Making sense of the protests
by John Kushma

it is difficult to buck human nature and change

lationships with politicians, movie stars, and

But given a specific problem, matched with

ing industry’s “creative revolution” and his re-

If I see one more mesomorph stuffed into a

sports uniform kneeling, head bowed and hold-

ing hands with his teammates, I’m going to
start protesting ...the games! I mean, if they
want to protest flags and songs they should
protest the nazi flag, and maybe a Barry Ma-

nilow song. (Just kidding, Barry). I hope they
all protest the Las Vegas shooting at the games
next Sunday.

I think the tweeting and kneeling by these

multimillion dollar sports prima donnas is lazy
inaction. They do not represent all of America
or all of the black community. Their token actions foreshadow the real problem of racial in-

equality and mistreatment of blacks, and just

exacerbates the situation dividing us further

apart and discrediting America as a nation of
supposedly diverse, free individuals working
together, while letting the real culprits hide behind the flag and national anthem.

Here’s how to protest ...you DO something!

In 1975 Bob Dylan and mass media communi-

cation maestro George Lois teamed up to help a
black man in trouble.

art director, famous for his role in the advertis-

Dylan wrote a song

about it, ‘Hurricane’. Professional boxer Rubin
“Hurricane” Carter was convicted and impris-

oned for murder. The only problem is he didn’t
do it. He was wrongly accused and convicted
on circumstantial evidence.

To garner public opinion and drive Carter’s

defense appeal, Lois organized a rally in Madi-

son Square Garden. George Lois is the original

“Mad Man” of Madison Avenue. http://www.

georgelois.com/ Lois is an American icon, an

the thinking of people with evil in their hearts.

high profile sports figures like Muhammad Ali,

creative, intelligent, concerned individuals to

of whom he has used in much of his popular

portant, it sets a precedent applied toward the

a man who knew how to articulate a protest, all
culture art and advertising work. Lois is a force

majeure with an innate, incorruptible sense of
fairness, especially, regarding social justice, ra-

cial equality and human rights, and I’m sure he

overall situation.
did.

I am concerned that the protests today by our

..unclear. America? I don’t see any specifics or

pion of social justice. Dylan will be performing
here in Utah at the Eccles Center for Perform-

ing Arts October 17 & 18. http://bobdylan.
com/on-tour/

The result of these actions by Lois, Dylan, and

many others was the release of Carter through

own cause. They’re just protesting ..something

These men, Lois, Dylan, understood both the

America, and in a more focused way, in Rubin
Carter’s specific problem which symbolized

that social injustice. There is only so much you
can do to address the general problem which is

fueled by human nature at it’s core. You can
protest, write songs, produce public service
commercials, dialogue until you choke on your

exceptions.

front of the television cameras in a national
venue, all just for the sake of protesting, think-

ing they are doing their part, thinking they are
helping to making the problem go away.

When people like Bob “point-the-camera-at-

logue”, it makes me think this is just a media

overall big picture problem of race inequality in

submitting successive letters -- no

bling, some mindlessly and unintelligible, in

wrongful imprisonment, and after he had spent
from prostate cancer.

Writers must wait 21 days before

kneeling, holding hands, bowing heads, mum-

me” Costas join in the fun promoting the sports

20 years in jail. Carter died in 2014 at age 76

tion information.

any specific action. They are lazily tweeting,

a petition of habeas corpus and subsequently

enacted by the courts. But only after Carter’s

stated, with all necessary identifica-

And this is exactly what

beliefs.

cause because Dylan is also a celebrated cham-

have a singular representative clearly

George Lois, Bob Dylan, and other like minds

prodigious sports heros may be hurting their

His long time friend, Bob Dylan, joined the

more than one individual — must

solve the problem, it gets solved. But more im-

would back the NFL and NBA protesters, or

anyone, defending their right to express their

Letters representing groups — or

protests in a effort to create a “continued dia-

The Statesman editors reserve the
right to not print every letter to the
editor. But all letters will be published online.

circus starring every egotistical has-been, willbe, and wannabe looking for some press and

“continued dialogue” television face time. No

matter how sincere they may be, or how just

the cause, they may be hurting as many people
as they think they are helping...

— The remainder of John’s letter to the editor

can be found online at usustatesman.com/category/opinion

own words. You can even pass legislation. But

Letters to the editor are contributions from individuals throughout the Cache Valley community. Opinions
expressed in letters to the editor are not endorsements by the Utah Statesman staff, but vehicles to promote
discussion and constructive thought. It is Statesman policy to print letters to the editor as they are written, so
long as they comply with basic journalistic standards of professionalism.

Letters can be hand-delivered or
mailed to The Statesman the TSC,
Room 118, or can be emailed to
statesman@aggiemail.usu.edu, or
click www.utahstatesman.com.
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DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK OR BOAT
TO HERITAGE FOR THE BLIND. Free 3
Day Vacation, Tax Deductible, Free Towing, All
Paperwork Taken Care Of. CALL 1-800-3604120.
Got an older car, boat or RV? Do the humane
thing. Donate it to the Humane Society. Call
1- 800-849-1593.
Financial
Have 10K in Debt? National Debt Relief is
rated A-Plus with the BBB. You could be debt
free in 24-48 months. Call 1-888-684-3851 now
for a free debt evaluation.
Miscellaneous
DISH TV. 190 channels. $49.99/mo. for 24
mos. Ask About Exclusive Dish Features like
Sling®and the Hopper®. PLUS HighSpeed Internet, $14.95/mo. (Availability and Restrictions
apply.) TV for Less, Not Less TV! 1-866-3606959.
LIFELOCK Identity Theft Protection. Do not
Wait! Start Guarding Your Identity Today. 3 layers of protection. Detect, Alert, Restore. Receive
10% off. Call for Details 1-888-381-5816.
Moving Out of State? We Will Match or
Beat Any Price Guaranteed! Prices Start
at Only $799. Quality Moving Companies
Only. CALL Long Distance Movers for
FREE Quote 1-877-703-3816.
Lung Cancer? 60 or Older? If So, You and Your
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435.797.1775

Connect
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the Aggie
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and provide a
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through
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relevant and
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multimedia
coverage.

Follow us on:
@UtahStatesman

Family may Be Entitled To A Significant Cash
Award. Call 888-737-1846 To Learn More. No
Risk, No Money Out of Pocket.

/UtahStatesman

Personals

@UtahStatesman

Meet singles right now! No paid operators, just
real people like you. Browse greetings, exchange
messages and connect live. Try it free. Call now:
800-359-2796.
For Sale
Bored? Like to laugh? Need water to survive? If
you said yes READY SET COMEDY
PODCAST is for you!
Houses for Rent
Super Cute Country Home Milleville
Utah
Updated & clean, light and airy open floor
plan is perfect for a couple or small family.
$1100.00 /month, 2 bedrooms, 1 bathroom,
big loft, small office, kitchen w/ dining
nook.
Family room , A/C, washer, dryer &
refrigerator included, new convection oven
and gas stove. Detached 200 sq ft shop,
Large yard w/ small fenced rear yard. automatic sprinkler system, Lawn Care provided, no smokers no pets. See more pictures
on ksl.com. ad# 1815233 10 minutes to
Campus. On Bus route. 2 blocks to new
Ridgeline High. One block from Blacksmith Fork River.
First and last month’s rent and deposit
required. Call Wes to see (801) 425-2813.
Email: wesatomicchalet@gmail.com.

DENTAL Insurance
Physicians Mutual Insurance Company

A less expensive way to help get
the dental care you deserve
If you’re over 50, you can get coverage for about $1 a day*
Keep your own dentist! NO networks to worry about
No wait for preventive care and no deductibles –

you could get a checkup tomorrow

Coverage for over 350 procedures – including cleanings,
exams, fillings, crowns…even dentures

NO annual or lifetime cap on the cash benefits you can receive

FREE Information Kit

1-888-919-4729

www.dental50plus.com/utah
*Individual plan.
Product not available in MN, MT, NH, RI, VT, WA. Acceptance guaranteed for one insurance policy/certificate of thistype. Contact
us for complete details about this insurance solicitation. This specific offer is not available in CO, NY;call 1-800-969-4781 or
respond for similar offer. Certificate C250A (ID: C250E; PA: C250Q); Insurance Policy P150 (GA: P150GA; NY: P150NY; OK:
P150OK; TN: P150TN)
6096C
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Please Help Us
This Thanksgiving!
You can give a delicious Thanksgiving
dinner to a Hungry and Homeless
person for Only $1.98!
Salt Lake City Mission will serve delicious ham or
turkey and dressing, mashed potatoes with gravy,
vegetables, a roll, a big piece of pie and a drink. Your
gift will also provide clean clothes, hygiene kits,
life skills, education, employment opportunities,
counseling and so much more to the needy. We expect to
serve over 40,000 meals this 20th Annual Holiday Season.

o$19.80 provides 10 delicious Thanksgiving dinners
o$27.72 provides 14 delicious Thanksgiving dinners
A good meal is often the first step to a new life! o$55.44 provides 28 delicious Thanksgiving dinners
o$108.90 provides 55 delicious Thanksgiving dinners
You will receive a tax-deductible receipt.
o$198.00 provides 100 delicious Thanksgiving dinners
Please mail your gift today!
o$542.52 provides 274 delicious Thanksgiving dinners
Salt Lake City Mission
o$1,083.06 provides 547 delicious Thanksgiving dinners
PO Box 142, SLC, UT 84110-0142
o$5,000 or my best gift of Other $_________________
“Providing real change
not just spare change since 1993”
Name_____________________________________
Address___________________________Apt.______
Costs are approximate, include operation
expenses and may be used for programs to
City/State/Zip______________________________
help the homeless throughout the year.
If Credit Card, #_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
We never sell your name.
Exp. Date: _______ Signed:______________________
Not Affiliated with The Rescue Mission of Salt Lake For more info or to make a gift online visit www.saltlakecitymission.org
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CALENDAR | OCTOBER 3 - OCTOBER 8
A DD Y O UR EVENT AT U S U S TAT E S M A N . C O M / E V E N T S

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 3
Biz-Link Morning Networking at
Logan Family Center
7:30am
50 South 400 East Logan, UT
Odyssey Dance Theatre- Thriller
7:30pm, $20.00
43 S Main St Logan, UT

Open Streets Festival
4:30pm 700 North Logan, UT
Corn Maze on the Farm
4:00pm
4025 U.S. 89 Wellsville, UT

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7
Wait Until Dark
7:30pm, $10.00
2505 South Highway 89 Perry, UT

MONDAY, OCTOBER 9
Corn Maze on the Farm
4:00pm
4025 U.S. 89 Wellsville, UT

Mr. Alpha Chi
7:00pm, $5.00
Logan, UT 84322
USU Fall Career Fair
9:30am
Utah State University
Logan, UT

Wait Until Dark
7:30pm, $10.00
2505 South Highway 89
Perry, UT

Corn Maze on the Farm
4:00pm
4025 U.S. 89 Wellsville, UT

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6
Crazy Pancreas Adventure Race
7:00pm
1400 Old Main Hill
Domestic Violence Awareness Donation Drive
10:00am
1550 N Main St, North Logan, UT
84341

Corn Maze on the Farm
4:00pm
4025 U.S. 89 Wellsville, UT

Haunted Hollow
7:30pm
4025 U.S. 89 Wellsville, UT

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 4

Haunted Hollow
7:30pm
4025 U.S. 89 Wellsville, UT
Live Critter Feeding
4:00pm, 1400 Old Main Hill
Wait Until Dark
7:30pm, $10.00
2505 South Highway 89, Perry, UT

See theblockfestival.org for the full lineup

MAN IN THE CAMO JACKET \\ WELCOME TO THE RUBBER ROOM
DYING IN VEIN \\ CALLED TO WALLS \\ NEW YORK DOLL
LUTAH A PASSION FOR ARCHITECTURE \\ STICKS
HONEYMOON \\ TRANSMISSION \\ FED \\ AMPED \\ SUPERPOWERLESS
UNDER AN ARCTIC SKY \\ MAGELLAN \\ I CAN I WILL I DID
SIDE BY SIDE \\ DETROIT UNDER STRESS \\ ELEGY \\ FREEZER BURN
I CAN SHOW YOU \\ 10 YEARS LATER \\ OPERATION TONGA RELIEF
SOMOS TUS VECINOS \\ RESILIENCE \\ INTERROGATION
THE DISINTEGRATION MACHINE \\ LUMIERE \\ ROAD TO A.I.
THE COST OF BEING DIFFERENT \\ MUSCLE MEMORY
CHRISTMAS BREAK \\ LIGHT SIGHT \\ NOT FOR RENT!
LIFTED: A SKI FILM FOR THE REST OF US \\ MARIEKE
FORGIVE ME FATHER \\ HARD SELL \\ 30 MINUTES WITH LAURA
MAXIMILIAN THE GREAT \\ OFFICIALLY LIMITED
CHATEAU SAUVIGNON: TERROIR \\ THE EXPERIMENTAL ROOM

SARAH ANNE DEGRAW & THE ODDJOBS
STRANGE FAMILIA \\ MOJAVE NOMADS \\ PANTHERMILKANDREW
GOLDRING \\ DOCTOR BARBER \\ IVOURIES
PHAT JESTER \\ BIG SIS \\ THE WEDNESDAY PEOPLE \\ PINE
TELEPATHIQ \\ FIRST DAZE \\ THE JEFF KEELE BAND \\ TREEBEARD TRIO
LION \\ AMERICAN COYOTE \\ A DEAD DESIRE \\ ADDY NAYLOR
TROMA HEALTH CLUB \\ OPEN DOOR POLICY \\ QUINTON CANNON
MALFUNKN \\ MY NEW MISTRESS \\ SALES & CO. \\ FAIRPARK TWINS
SUMMER BLOOM \\ EARTHWORM \\ VINNIE CASSIUS \\ DEELANZ BLACK
THE SOLARISTS \\ DUT DUT \\ KAYA BROWN \\ RORRY FORBUSH
MARNY PROUDFIT \\ FUNERAL FOLK \\ TAYLOR WILSON \\ TAYLOR GARNER
MELODY HARPER \\ ALINA BROWN \\ THOMAS JACQUES
MOMMA LONGLEG \\ KACIE ARENA \\ JACK HOGAN \\ WADE EVANS
SAMMY BRUE \\ THE GONDOLA AUDIO-VISUAL \\ ROCKIT SCIENCE
HILLARY MURRAY \\ SAM POULTER \\ AMERAH AMES

MICHAEL BINGHAM \\ JEFF MATHER + FAST FORWARD HIGH SCHOOL
ROGER RIGBY \\ NEHMA MOBILE ARTS TRUCK
ART IN TRANSIT BUS \\ IAN ASHCROFT
CAINE COLLEGE YEAR OF THE ARTS GALLERY
DANIEL BIALKOWSKI \\ BEAR RIVER HERITAGE AREA
BRIDGER JAMES \\ MATEO RUEDA \\ HOPE CLEMENTS
EMALIE BALL + RULON JAY BALL \\ TONYA PETERSON
INSTRUMENT-MAKERS INSTALLATION \\ RUFUS ZAEJODAEUS
VALLEY DANCE ENSEMBLE \\ SOUNDBATH EXPERIENCE
TEDXUSU INSTALLATION \\ MARK KOVEN \\ CLINT SLEEPER
THE GONDOLA AUDIO VISUAL EXPERIENCE
HERM'S INN + ANDREA STEFFES \\ LISA SAUNDERSON
GREG PERRY \\ USU-HAUL ART TRUCK \\ VALDILENE JONES RYAN
CANNON \\ MAUREEN KOEVEN \\ MATTHEW POCKRUS RUSS
FJELDSTED \\ LEZLIE ANDERSON \\ TYLER SWAIN
LIESL CANNON \\ LEONA HAWKS \\ J.S. BUSHMAN
RICHARD M. GARLAND \\ FALL SALON \\ NEHMA COLLECTION

SEE THEBLOCKFESTIVAL.ORG FOR THE LEARN LINEUP
LEARN LINEUP INCLUDES COFFEE 101 AND ROBOTICS@THEBLOCK

FRIDAY OCT 6
&
SATURDAY OCT 7
Center St. + Main St.

Logan, UT

#theblockfestival

Robotics
@TheBlock

Starrsteppers
Learn Venue

Whysound

Stacked

Crepery

Waffle Iron

Factory

The Cache

The Block
Stage

Art &
Performance

Experiment
Room

Dansante
Theatre

Utah Theatre

Lyric Theatre

Utah Student
Films & Q+A
12:30-1:30 pm

I Can I Will I Did & Q+A
2:00-4:00 pm

Qualifying | Judging
11:00 am - 4:00 pm

The Importance of Community
Events and the Arts

Student Films &
Q+A
5:00-6:30 pm

Alliances

Dut Dut
7:00 pm

Wade
Evans
6:00 pm

Kaya
Brown
6:00 pm

Funeral
Folk
5:00 pm

Taylor
Wilson
5:00 pm

Final Tournament
4:30-6:00 pm

Awards
6:00-7:00 pm

5:00-6:30 pm

to Modern Pop Culture

8:30 pm

The Oddjobs

Nora
Barlow
8:00 pm

Momma
LongLegs
8:00 pm

Hilary
Murray
8:00 pm

Black Lion
9:00 pm

Sales & Co.
9:00 pm

Vinnie
Cassius
10:00 pm

Earthworm
11:00 pm

Phat Jester
10:00-11:30 pm

The Jeff
Keele Band
9:30 pm

Sarah Anne Degraw &

The Gondola AudioVisual Experience
8:30-10:15 pm

Resilience & Q+A
8:30-10:00 pm

New York Doll
9:00-10:30 pm

Superpowerless &
Q+A
9:00-10:30 pm

Troma
Health Club
8:30 pm

The
Solarists
8:00 pm

American
Coyote
7:30 pm

Panther
Milk
7:45 pm

Freedom of Speech
Through the Arts
7:00-8:30 pm

Thomas
Jacques
7:00 pm

Alina
Brown
6:00 pm

Taylor
Garner
7:00 pm

Summer
Bloom
6:30 pm

Mojave
Nomads
6:30 pm

The Sound Bath
Experience
6:30-7:30 pm

Narrative
Shorts
7:00-8:00 pm

Outdoor
Documentaries
7:00-8:30 pm

AMPED & Q+A
7:00-8:15 pm

Jack
Hogan
5:00 pm

Doctor
Barber
5:30 pm

Independent Media as Related

Andrew
Golding
4:00-5:00 pm

Experimental Films & Music Videos
11:00 am - 11:00 pm

Documentary
Shorts & Q+A
3:30-4:30 pm

5:30-6:30 pm

Documentary Shorts

Utah Narrative &

Magellan & Q+A
4:30-6:30 pm

NOT FOR RENT
4:00-5:00 pm

Art as a Form of
Political Protest
3:00-4:30 pm

Young North
2:30-3:15 pm

The Sound Bath
Experience
2:30-3:30 pm

Documentary
Shorts & Q+A
2:00-3:00 pm

Detroit Under Stress
2:00-3:30 pm

1:00-2:30 pm

The Cost of Being
Different
12:00-1:30 pm

High School Student Films
11:30 am - 1:30 pm

Coffee 101 with Caffe Ibis
10:00 am - 12:00 pm

Bliss Yoga +
Energy Pulling
10:00-11:00 am

Animations
11:30 am

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6

Fairpark
Twins
4:00 pm

Wade
Evans
6:00 pm

Addy
Naylor
6:00 pm

The Opioid Crisis
5:00-6:30 pm

Melody
Harper
5:00 pm

A Dead
Desire
5:00 pm

6:00 pm

NORTH

Promoting Arts in
the Digital Era
7:00-8:30 pm

Quizzo
10:00-11:00 pm

Surviving as a Musical
Craftsman
9:00-10:30 pm

100 SOUTH

CENTER STREET

Sammy
Brue
8:00 pm

Rorry
Forbush
8:00 pm

Quinton
Canon
7:00 pm

Treebeard
Trio
9:00 pm

First Daze
9:30-10:30 pm

Strange Familia
9:00-10:30 pm

8:30-10:00 pm

Deelanz
8:30 pm

Ivouries
8:00 pm

My New
Mistress
8:00 pm

PINE
7:30 pm

Telepathiq
7:00 pm

6:00-9:00 pm

Open Door
Policy
7:00 pm

Big Sis
6:30 pm

The Wednesday
People

Cache Arts Gallery Walk

The Gondola Audio-Visual Experience

Experimental Films & Music Videos
6:00-11:00 pm
The Sound Bath
Experiences
7:00-8:00 pm

Man in the Camo Jacket
& Q+A
9:30-11:00 pm

LUTAH A Passion for
Architecture
9:00-10:15 pm

The Antics Comedy Improv
8:15-10:00 pm

Welcome to the Rubber
Room
7:30-9:00 pm

Narrative Shorts & Q+A
6:00-8:00 pm

Called to Walls & Q+A
5:30-7:00 pm

The Block film & art
festival is located at
Center Street and Main
Street in Logan, Utah.
See the schedule at
theblockfestival.org for
detailed locations and
more information.

Starrsteppers
Learn Venue

Crepery

Waffle Iron

Factory

The Cache

The Block
Stage

Art &
Performance

Experiment
Room

Dansante
Theatre

Utah Theatre

Dying in Vein
7:00-8:30 pm

100 WEST

Lyric Theatre

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7

MAIN STREET

